
Cottage Paving  2148



Recreating a traditional random paving effect in an easy to install vinyl sheet format, 
Cottage Paving depicts yorkstone tiles in cream and blush shades that brighten any room 
from hallways and kitchens to living spaces and bedrooms.

Cottage Paving  2148
16.6cm2 - 33.3 x 50cm

The addition of a soft textile layer on the 
underside of Designatex provides warmth 

and comfort underfoot, whilst aiding in 
reducing noise transfer between rooms.



Noir Slate  2153



Noir Slate’s striking contrast between the multi-width tiles and pale grout line creates a 
very graphic and abstract effect, whilst still skillfully replicating the appearance and surface 
texture of real slate tiles.  Use within a simple monochrome design scheme, or as a base 
for bright primary colours.  

Noir Slate  2153
50-100 x 3.5-13.5cm

Order your FREE brochure or browse 
through more interiors online at 

polyflorathome.com



Quarried Slate  2152



Designed as an eye-catching alternative to traditional large scale flooring tiles, the multi-
width tiles within Quarried Slate are right on trend. Typically complex to cut and install 
using real slate tiles, this attractive floorcovering makes achieving the same effect quick 
and simple.

Quarried Slate  2152
50-100 x 3.5-13.5cm

All of the designs in the Designatex 
luxury vinyl sheet flooring collection are 

manufactured in the UK, using responsibly 
sourced raw materials.



Manhattan Limestone  2151



Creating a clean, polished stone effect whilst incorporating subtle surface texture within the 
design, Manhattan Limestone’s cool colour palette is perfectly suited to urban living spaces, 
giving you a high quality tile design whilst providing the durability of vinyl sheet flooring.

Manhattan Limestone  2151
50-80 x 14.3cm

The unique polyurethane reinforcement 
(PUR) in Designatex provides a surface that 

helps to prevent stains and scuff marks, 
reducing cleaning time and costs.



BarÇa Limestone  2150



The trend towards slimmer floor tiles in the home has been growing in popularity. 
BarÇa Limestone with its blend of warm beige tones and smooth, slender tiles creates a 
welcoming yet contemporary flooring design that suits a variety of interior schemes. 

BarÇa Limestone  2150
50-80 x 14.3cm



Tuscan Paving  2149



Developed using taupe shades and beige undertones to replicate the appearance of 
real stone, the tile edges and grout lines within Tuscan Paving have been created using 
smooth lines for a cleaner finish. This makes the flooring more versatile unlike typical 
traditional random paving designs that have rough tile edges suited to rustic interiors.

Tuscan Paving  2149
16.6cm2 - 33.3 x 50cm

Designatex’s hard wearing R10 level slip 
resistance helps to prevent slips in the 

home, keeping you and your family safe.




